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elcomsoft claims that it was not able to use a backdoor to bypass the built-in quicken security tools, although it did
figure out how the password setting works, and someone trying to brute-force a customer's bank password would

have to have access to the user's computer. elcomsoft uses these same technologies to protect itself, including the
technologies that allow it to retrieve private keys. its also likely that intuit uses these technologies to protect

confidential information of its users, including, for example, bank card numbers, paypal logins, etc. elcomsoft has
gathered useful insights from the analysis of intuit technologies - not only to protect itself and its users, but also to

find new ways of further improving its own technology. by the way, here is the entry point of our recovery. as
always, you need to have your quicken file. once you have that file, simply run the program, and press enter when
prompted to do so. if you have the full, 128-bit key, you should be able to decrypt your file in seconds. if you only
have a partial key, a little more time may be required to decrypt your file. some tools out there claim to be able to

break into quicken's password protection quickly and easily. but elcomsoft is not one of those tools. in fact, we dont
know of anyone who has successfully cracked a quicken file using quicken password protection. once you have
decrypted your file, you need to extract the public key. for that purpose, use the hextocrack binary utility from

elcomsoft. after that, you just need to save the public key on your harddrive. you should then use that key to verify
the decrypted contents of the file.
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at the end of the password
guessing session, advanced

intuit password recovery
uses the results of the
statistical analysis to

produce a very accurate
estimate of the original

quicken password. unlike
most existing password
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recovery tools, advanced
intuit password recovery

does not simply brute-force
all possible combinations
and then hope that one of

them is the correct
password. instead, it is
using a mathematical

analysis method to come
up with the best guess.
when you run advanced

intuit password recovery,
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the program automatically
detects which of the

quicken versions you are
using (quicken.exe) and

sets the compatibility mode
for the new quicken
version. (for intuit
password recovery

manuals, see the password-
recovery section in the user

guide.) the most difficult
aspect of writing an
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effective password
recovery program is

coming up with a
mathematically sound

method for deciding which
password to try next.

elcomsoft's method, which
uses a sophisticated

statistical analysis, is quite
different from those used

by the old version of
quicken. while the old
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version of quicken was
using a linear search

method, which performs no
statistical analysis,

advanced intuit password
recovery breaks passwords

into what are called
sequences or patterns.

after deciding which
sequences are most likely

to be the original password,
it attempts to correctly
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guess the password by
combining the relevant
sequences. in addition,

quicken has a number of
password and pin settings

options that prevent
someone from resetting a

password. in contrast,
advanced intuit password

recovery has no restrictions
on security settings.
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